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What Dominated UK Financial Regulation In 2019 

By Joanne Faulkner 

Law360, London (December 20, 2019, 5:55 PM GMT) -- The expansion of rules making senior managers 
personally liable for their subordinates' misconduct dominated the U.K.’s regulatory landscape in 2019, 
while continuing confusion over Brexit and the oversight of cryptocurrencies also loomed for financial 
firms and their lawyers. 
 
The widening net of the senior managers and certification regime prompted company boards to discuss 
legal implications and how to respond to regulators. The Financial Conduct Authority meanwhile 
has turned up the heat, finding in August that firms were still struggling to identify conduct breaches and 
set training programs. 
 
“This has been a watershed year for SMCR,” said Lorraine Johnston, of counsel at Ashurst LLP. “The 
regulators and the firms they regulate now see SMCR as something that they should always have been 
doing.” 
 
The fallout from the executive accountability regime came alongside new regulatory issues appearing on 
the radar of financial services lawyers. 
 
Cryptoassets and stablecoins, minibonds and open-ended funds emerged on the scene as new factors 
needing addressing. Worst-case planning for a disorderly exit from the European Union also topped legal 
agendas in the industry. 
 
Here Law360 recaps the top regulatory factors that preoccupied financial firms and their legal teams in 
2019. 
 
Senior Managers Regime Comes of Age 
 
By the end of 2019, the Senior Managers and Certification Regime, introduced after the financial crisis to 
impose responsibility on individual executives, will have been extended to all FCA regulated firms. An 
estimated 47,000 entities have been affected by the Dec. 9 deadline spanning asset managers, 
independent financial advisers and hedge fund managers. 
 
Initially envisioned to crack down on poor conduct issues by making senior managers liable for a fine or 
ban, the regime is now being used to sharpen board focus on broader policy issues on the regulatory 
agenda such as environmental risks and operational resilience that they are concerned with, lawyers say. 
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This year the Prudential Regulatory Authority put tackling climate change at the top of its priorities and 
set banks an Oct. 15 cut off to come up with plans to protect themselves from the financial risks 
associated with climate change and appoint senior managers to take responsibility within their 
organization. 
 
“The regulators have seen the potential of using SMCR as another tool in their armory to emphasize and 
enforce regulatory focus,” said Johnston. “I think the climate risk instruction from the PRA is a prime 
example of that — I’ve never heard of any financial services firm have someone responsible for climate 
risk before this came up." 
 
In the case of any misconduct, the FCA would examine which senior director had responsibility for that 
part of the business and whether they took reasonable steps to prevent wrongdoing. 
 
Christopher Robinson, a partner at Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP, said smaller firms have felt the 
strain from complying with more regulatory changes, but there are positives. 
 
“SMCR has consumed a lot of time for asset managers who were not subject to the regime before,” 
Robinson said. “But it is helping institutions to clarify who is accountable for decision-making and improve 
record keeping.” 
 
Brexit Groundhoggary 
 
Over the course of 2019 Britain was set to — and then didn’t — exit the European Union three times. 
 
“As a regulatory lawyer it has been a funny old year," said Thomas Donegan, a partner at Shearman & 
Sterling LLP. “Everyone was focused on Brexit in January and scrambling around to make things work and 
then it was delayed, and then again at Easter time. And then again in October.” 
 
As a result, regulated firms have “spent a lot of time and money and effort in order to guess what’s going 
to happen three times,” said Yulia Makarova, of counsel at Morrison & Foerster LLP. 
 
“Our clients did a lot of work in the Netherlands, Germany and Ireland re-establishing their presence or 
changing the way that their services are offered to clients in order to continue with their business should 
there be a no-deal Brexit,“ added Makarova. 
 
In the latest Brexit twist, after a year of uncertainty, the EU granted a final delay until Jan. 31 and Prime 
Minister Boris Johnson claimed a resounding victory in a mid-December election with his slogan "get 
Brexit done." 
 
The results have reduced the risk of a no-deal Brexit feared by the City for now — allowing uncertainty 
over the parameters of the U.K.'s future trade deal with the bloc to come to the fore in 2020. 
 
FCA Responds To Regulatory Blind Spots 
 
This year two major scandals threw the spotlight onto discrepancies with investor protection rules. 
 
The collapse of London Capital & Finance PLC in January after raising £230 million, which left thousands of 
investors facing huge losses on minibonds, was one of the FCA's worst failures as a regulator in recent 
years. 



 

 

It also increased concerns that ordinary savers are being exposed to high-risk, poorly managed and lightly 
regulated companies while hunting for high returns. 
 
FCA chief Andrew Bailey admitted at the regulator's annual meeting in July that one of the biggest 
problems facing the agency is the gap between what is regulated and what is not. For example, LC&F itself 
was regulated, but the minibonds it sold to raise funds were not. 
 
“The FCA has come under a lot of pressure for its lack of supervision and its failure to spot these things, 
which has had a ripple effect into their enforcement work and their internal policy making,” said 
Shearman’s Donegan. 
 
In response the FCA said in November it was using emergency powers to ban firms from mass marketing 
minibonds to the public. 
 
Meanwhile, in September the regulator introduced new rules for funds investing in illiquid assets to 
ensure investors get clearer warnings about the risk of becoming trapped in holdings of unlisted equity in 
the wake of the collapse of Neil Woodford's £3.7 billion flagship fund. 
 
Bailey also had to defend the FCA's role in shuttering Woodford’s fund in the summer after the firm faced 
a liquidity shortage. He criticized design flaws in EU rules known as the Undertakings for Collective 
Investments in Transferable Securities, or UCITS, for contributing to the fund’s meltdown and called the 
case an example of a firm appearing to be following the letter of the rules but not the spirit. Bailey said at 
the time the saga “raises questions about the rules themselves.” 
 
However, Leonard Ng, a partner at Sidley Austin LLP, called the reaction from the FCA curious. 
 
“The UCITS framework has been there for many years and they must be aware of these sort of activities,” 
said Ng. “The FCA is supposed to protect consumers. They put out statements pretty regularly about bad 
practice so ... why didn’t they say anything about something which they knew was at risk?” 
 
Cryptocurrency Remains Cryptic 
 
The City watchdog was compelled in 2019 to give greater clarity on where cryptoassets fit within the 
current regulatory regime. 
 
The long-awaited “final guidance” published in July warned of the risks when investing in cryptoassets and 
also set out how the FCA plans to treat certain cryptoassets in the future. 
 
The FCA confirmed that cyptocurrencies such as bitcoin will fall outside its remit despite their growing 
popularity, but said that attempts to create less-volatile digital cash through so-called stablecoins may be 
regulated. 
 
The guidance did not drastically alter the regulatory landscape, instead specifying when certain types of 
cryptoassets fall under existing categories. 
 
“I think the main takeaway from the FCA publications this year is that the framework is still in a state of 
flux,” said MoFo’s Makarova. “They're cautious in terms of making any conclusions or making any 
definitive policy changes with respect to the regulation of cryptoassets.” 
The goal, the FCA said, is to give firms the first step in understanding how they should treat certain 



 

 

cryptoassets and what regulatory requirements apply as a result, but definitive judgments can only be 
made on a case-by-case basis. 
 
“In practical terms when a client asks what they should do in the context of a particular deal or product 
that they're developing and whether they should apply for an authorization ... the answer more often 
than not is 'we’re not sure’ and ‘we don't know' because we still don't really have any definitive 
guidance,” Makarova said. 
 
Elsewhere, lawyers also welcomed a new ruling by the UK Jurisdiction Taskforce that addresses legal 
uncertainty over how to treat cryptocurrency in litigation by recognizing cryptoassets as tradable property 
under English law. The move positions the U.K. as a leading jurisdiction in financial and legal technology. 
 
Uncertainty about how to treat cryptoassets and so-called smart contracts that use blockchain technology 
under English law has been an obstacle to widespread adoption and investment in the technology, a panel 
of judges said. 
 
“This statement is just another step towards giving certainty and it's legal certainty that investors want,” 
said Sidley’s Ng. “Otherwise no one is going to invest in a product, and without investors you can't 
develop it.” 
 
--Editing by Alyssa Miller. 
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